December 14, 2017

Present: Carol, Errin Bliss, Toni, Susan, Morgan, Daniel, Jim, Frank, Daniel

Staff: Lisa Horowitz

4:00 PM - Group called meeting to order.

Presentation by John Reuiter regarding the historic demolition at 102 S. Fourth Avenue. Questions about interior features that may be of value. John has not seen these features. Explains structural damage that occurred when the skylights were put in. John is working with his father who is a new England architect. Toni: the fireplace/mantle may be of interest. Morgan- a few of the windows. Carol goes over criteria for reducing the time frame. John: proposed timeline to demo in the spring. Best case, March. Discussion of time frame of 90 days, or 75. Susan moves to set a time frame of 75 days plus an ad in the paper to see if all or part of the house can be moved, commencing tomorrow. Keating, second. All in favor- yes.


Note a formal thanks to Jim Keating!

Motion to adjourn at 4:55. Frank. Second.

Approval of minutes. ______ move to approve. ________ second. All-yes.

Adjourn: ______ AM